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I’m truly not an attention-seeking
type of person but there is one activity
I undertake which seems to attract
attention and I’m not prepared to give
it up! About two and a half years ago
now, with three adult sized males liv-
ing in the family home who had no
desire whatsoever to learn how to use
an iron despite my protestations, my
ironing basket grew higher and higher
as I was so busy working.

It was a case of survival, returning
home late after teaching all day and a
long journey back, I would iron just
enough to get me through yet another
day! Said men saw nothing wrong in
wearing their shirts freshly washed
but creased, but I suppose I’m of a

generation that I felt that it would
reflect badly on my skills as a wife,
mother and housekeeper! That popu-
lar phrase of a ‘work/life balance’ was
certainly not evident and there’s a
limit to how many baskets of ironing
you can hide away! 

Then, one day while in my local
supermarket I saw a special offer on 
a service to wash and iron shirts. So
back I went with a total of 65 said 
garments to the astonishment of the
lovely lady on duty that day. The
problem was they all had to be indi-
vidually itemised according to colour,
size and make, a laborious and time
consuming task at the best of times,
but obviously a heart sinking moment
when you perhaps have an hour of
your shift left to work! Said lady was
called Kim and on a subsequent visit
she told me she had been looking, with
a friend, on my GP surgery website 
for some information and recognised
my picture, saying “oh that’s my 65
shirt lady”! What a thing to be notori-
ous for! However, undeterred, I have
become a regular customer and am
sure I’m their biggest in this line. 

I understand that they now have
machines that do all the work, inflating
the shirt which removes all creases
except for the ones intended to be
there, and they are then placed on
hangers within a protective covering.
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Jane Chiodini.

Whilst sensible, this can pose a
problem. One wet, cold and blustery
day, when balancing the items on my
trolley, I left the store to get to the car
and everything started to slip to the
floor. A very gallant gentleman came
to my rescue, which he probably later
regretted as he was with his wife who
was obviously amazed at my load, but
quickly said “now there’s a good idea,
we ought to do that”! Just this morn-
ing as I wheeled the trolley away with
a mere 40 items balanced this time, 
a gentleman at the end of the queue
behind me said “You must have a
large family love”. I nodded, smiled
sweetly and scuttled quickly away. In
truth there is now only one man at
home but you see I’ve saved myself at
least 5 hours of standing at the ironing
board and 5 hours less of potential
varicose veins and to maintain my
work/life balance, I now have 5 extra
hours to make some cards! 

So my sincere thanks go to Kim,
Michelle the manager, Stacey and all
the staff at the Fairfield Park Persil
Service - I’m away now to spend some
of that time in my sewing room! 

Enjoy the lovely Spring weather
and take care.



White Wedding
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By Pamela Vickers

Materials Required:
22 Count White Aida Fabric.
Anchor White Cotton.
Gold Foiled Paper.
Gold Seed Beads & White Cotton.
Gold Label Sticker: XL218U-01.
White Organza Ribbon: RIB10-01.
Card Mount: AP48G-PL-GO-61.

To Make The Card:
Stitch the whole design using white

Anchor thread. Cut and pull the threads
between all the blocks of stitching shown
in a paler grey on the diagram, to make
holes for the foil to show through. Stitch
the beads on in the positions shown
using white cotton.

Stick a piece of gold foiled paper to
the flap behind the aperture then mount
the work into the card in the usual way.
Run a length of white ribbon around the
left side of the card, tie in
a bow at the front and
add the greeting to finish.

Silver would work
just as well as gold if pre-
ferred or simply change
the heart motif to a cross
for a Christening card.



Triangle Cascades
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By Hazel Lee
A friend of mine showed me how to make this kind of

card while we were having lunch. I thought it was a good
idea and couldn’t wait to try it out for myself, it is just a
matter of folding and cutting a standard single fold card.

Materials Required:
White Stardust Glitter Paper.
Pale Pink Paper and Mixed Green Papers.
Printed or Peel Off Sticker Butterflies.
Gold Label Wording: XL037U-07.
Gold Label Flower Borders: XL460U-02 (or similar).
Hole Punch and Leaf Spray Punch.
Pink Ribbon Bow.
Scoring/Embossing Tool and a Quilling Tool.
Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF01U-21 Pale Green.

To Make The Card:
Score a line vertically down the centre of the front and

the back panel of the card, take care to get it exactly central.
Place the card flat on a cutting mat and mark the left hand
edge at 5cm up from the bottom corner. Place a ruler diago-
nally from the first right fold to the mark and trim off the
top portion. Fold the card in a zig-zag style with the small
panel opening on the right (see the main photograph).

Lay the open card face down with
the small panel to the left, as in the dia-
gram. Lightly draw a pencil line 1cm
from all four edges on the small panel
and use a sharp knife to cut out the
centre of this panel to make a shaped 

Pre-Scored
Fold Line 

Score

5
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Score
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aperture. Cut a piece of glitter paper to fit neatly behind this
aperture without the edges showing and stick it into place.

On this card I used the waste between some borders I
had just used up but really any pretty borders or their waste
pieces will be fine. First run the border around the aperture
to trim. Add the same style border around the top triangle
(not back panel), keeping the left edge in line with the left
edge of the border around the aperture then place the other
two sides at the same distance from the edges.

Give the centre triangle a matching border, place a strip
along the right edge and top of the triangle then, with the
card folded, place the bottom strip just above the top of 
the small panel. Add the wording, butterflies, bow and a
mix of punched leaves on the bottom panel. 

Make little roses to go
over the leaves by drawing
around a 2p coin onto pink
paper, cut out and then cut
into a spiral. Put the start
of the spiral into a quilling
tool and wind to the cen-
tre, add a touch of glue 
to keep it coiled. Glue 6
punched circles to the base
of the rose to make the
open petals and then glue
the roses in place over the
leaves.

The little green card
below is made from the
offcut of the main card
rather than just wasting it.
The mauve card has pretty
border punched edges. 

If you want just
white or cream
cards, you
can

now buy these pretty Cascade cards
ready made (CD12U-43 linen white 
or 44 linen cream) saving you all the
messing about with scoring and get-
ting it just right. The pink card above
uses one of these and as you can see,
they can easily be covered with cre-
ative paper giving you a huge range
of colours.

2p
Size

1

44444

2

33333333



It’s In The Bag
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By Gill Darlington
As you can see from this selection, once you

start with these little bags you just can’t stop! Just
as well they will be
really popular.

Materials
Required:
Fimo Clay in Any
Colours You Like.
Rolling Pin.
Gold and Silver
Fimo Powder.
Small Paintbrush.
Craft Knife.
Mini Icing Cutters
i.e Daisy and Heart.
Selection of Card
For Panels.
UHU General
Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mounts: Various Shapes and Colours.

To Make The Card:
Each bag has its own diagram and they are all

actual size, so you can use them to trace from or
just as a guide for freehand cutting. Once you
have completed your different bags, bake them
on kitchen foil on a baking tray following the
instructions on the pack and use UHU rather
than P.V.A. to mount them onto the card.

I’ll begin with my basic bag (card 1), knead
some bright pink Fimo until
soft and pliable. Roll out the

Body

Handle

Cut

Cut
Flap

clay to about 3mm thick and cut to the shape
shown in diagram 1. Trim on the lines shown
and lightly press the flap onto the bag, roll the
handle to round it and press the ends into the
sides of the bag. 

The handles could be placed under the bag or
between the panels depending on the effect you
want to create. Cake decorating shops sell tiny
cutters for making icing flowers and these are
invaluable for making the little clasps and other
decorations here. If you don’t have them simply
mould something suitable. Brush over with gold
Fimo powder so only little traces of the pink clay
show through.

Bag 2 is very similar but is made in white clay
brushed with pink powder and has straight,
square sides. Bag 3 is made in bright pink Fimo,
it has a more curved shape and is brushed with
silver powder. The twisted handle is made 
by rolling two very fine sausages of clay and 
twisting them together. If you don’t have Fimo
powder you can always use something like
Perfect Pearls which come in several colours.

Body

Flap
Cut

Body

Flap
Cut

1

1

3

2
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For Bag 4 I have cut the rolled sheet into narrow
strips of about 3mm wide and then I
have actually woven them to make the
basket effect. The woven strips need to
be only lightly pressed so the bumpi-
ness is not completely destroyed. From
here I developed this idea further to
make the orange and yellow woven ver-
sion (bag 5). I used a wider yellow strip
with a narrower orange one and for this
one, rolled it smooth. Use a strip off the
end to twist into a handle.

Bag 6, a much more modern style and I
think the buckles really set it off. Begin with
the basic oblong shape and add the shoul-
der strap with the ends under the bag. Cut
two strips the whole depth of the bag for the
straps and place one each side curving around
the bag at the top and bottom edges. Cut two
strips to about 12mm long and cut one end of
each to a point. Use a needle to punch 3 holes
right through each one then add these over 
the lower straps from the top edge down. The
buckles are made from metallic silver Fimo
rolled into a very fine sausage. Make a ‘C’ shape
with squared corners as shown on the diagram.
Place on the strap just above the centre hole and
press the two sides into the bottom
strap to give a good tilt, add the
centre pins. Roll a tiny ball of sil-
ver and flatten to make the rivets.

My funky black bag (7) is made
a bit thicker, about 5mm, so that
the handle and hinges are ‘laid
back’. Cut the shape and lightly
flatten the two sides up to the
handle. The handle squares are cut
from a 3mm thick piece, follow the
diagram for the actual shape and brush with silver pow-
der, add the round black strap. The bag clasp is made up
of three parts brushed with silver powder. Press onto the
bag and add the bits of strap above and below.

I hope you enjoy making
these and your own versions.

7

4

Handle

Cut

Cut
Flap

Body

6
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4

7

6
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Red & Cream
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By Rebecca Yue

Materials Required:
Red or Dark Cream Paper.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Cocktail Stick.
P.V.A. Glue.
Card Mount: 
SF01U-49 Hammer Red or 
DEC1U-01 Dark Cream.

To Make The Cards:
The cards here have both been created using

Chinese paper cutting techniques. This process,
based on the idea of cutting paper to create a pic-
ture, has developed over many centuries and is
used throughout South East Asia.

Many people here in the UK know a little bit
about the Chinese years and we usually know
which animal matches our own date of birth. If
you would like to know more you can easily find

a lot of interesting information on the internet
and in issue 39 of Craft Creations Magazine
there is a chart of Chinese years so you can look
up your own or a friends animal symbol.

To begin, select the design you would like to
make and trace it from the relevant diagram. 

Choose any colour scheme for your card, lots
of other colour combinations would look just as
good, so feel free to experiment.

Actual Size
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To cut out the animal design, I recommend
stapling the traced design to the paper through
the waste areas and cutting through both layers
together with your craft knife. This method
works really well for me and saves retracing 
the design but you can of course use whatever
method you prefer.

Glue the design to the front of the card mount.
To apply glue to the more delicate areas of the
design put a little P.V.A. into a saucer and use a
cocktail stick. It’s the Chinese way to leave the
front of the card fairly plain but you can add any
message or decoration to suit the occasion. 

Actual Size



Winged Wonders
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By Jenny Kearley
These two cards use Iris folding rubber

stamps, they are really easy to do and offer
endless possibilities for card making.

Materials Required:
Rubber Stamps: STA1469R Butterfly or 
STA1470R Dragonfly.
Stamp Pad Staz-on Black: STP146.
Polyester Sheet: PET01.
Coloured Paper Strips of Your Choice.
A4 Sheet of Linen Cream Card.
Creative Paper: SR059P Blue Meadow 
Stripes and SR019P Cloudy Sky.
Gold Label Stickers: XL705U-01.
Clear Tape.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: SF01U-44 Linen Cream.

Optional Extras (For The Body):
Clear Embossing Pad: STP03, Black Sparkle
and Pastel Coloured Ink Pads of Your Choice
(any type will do).
Ultra Thick Embossing Enamel (UTEE): 
EMB01 and Heat Gun: HOT01.
Silver Gems: GE05-02.

To Make The Cards:
Stamp one image onto the polyester sheet

using the staz-on pad to make a template, this
polyester template is reusable many times. Cut a
piece of cream card to 11cm x 13.5cm and then
cover it with sky paper. Stamp another image in
the centre of the sky side of this piece of card,
this will be the top of the finished card.

Take the card image and carefully cut out 
the wings to make the apertures, cut just inside
the line if you want this to show on the finished
work or just outside if you prefer it not to show. 

I have used 6 different colours for the strips,
you can use as few as 4 if you prefer to repeat the

colours in both sets of wings and only 3 if you
don’t want  a contrasting centre in each wing
either. Cut the paper into strips 3cm wide and
fold in half to make 1.5cm wide strips. The fold-
ed edge is the one used to touch each line and is
the edge you will see on the finished design. 

However, for my butterfly I decided to try
Mulberry paper covered with clear glitter vinyl
(ZL000U-80). This is cut into 1.5cm wide strips
which are not folded but just used flat, the vinyl
gives a nice crisp edge and the finished design is
less bulky without the folding.

Take the image stamped on the clear poly-
ester and place it face down onto a piece of 
white paper so the numbers are the right way
around. Place the card image with the shape 
cut out, face down over the polyester shape,
ensuring they are aligned nicely and stick lightly
in place at the edges. 

It’s best to have a good number of pieces of
tape, pre-cut to size, lined up along the worktop 
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edge and ready to use. The pieces need to be just
large enough to hold the paper in place. As you
place the papers, some of them will go partially
over the apertures for the other wings or may
overlap the card edges, trim these to shape or
size as required before sticking them down.

Begin with one of the top wings and place a
coloured strip covering the segment marked 1,
stick this firmly in place with pieces of clear tape
outside the picture area. Use another colour on
segment 2 and another over segment 3. Continue
with the first colour again over segment 4, the
second over segment 5 and so on, until all the
numbered segments are covered. Cover the cen-
tre of the shape with a contrasting colour or one
of the colours already used if you prefer. Work
the other top wing in the same way. 

The lower pair of wings are worked just the
same, but for mine I changed 2 of the colours to
give them a slightly deeper look. These strips
may overlap some of those on the top wings but
only need trimming if it starts to get too bulky.
Make sure the strips are well stuck using more
tape if necessary before removing the card panel
from the polyester template . 

To make an optional raised, glossy body for
the butterfly, stamp another image of the body
onto scrap card using the clear embossing pad
and emboss using UTEE. Cut the body out at 
this stage and work on a non stick worksheet or
some clean paper. 

Colour the body with coloured ink pads then
warm with the heat gun to soften, add more
UTEE and melt. Add more colour to the body if
needed, cover the head with black sparkle pow-
der and heat again. 

Build up with more UTEE until the body is
how you want it, press two silver gems into the
softened head as you go. If there are bits of pow-
der around the body, move it to a clean space as

they will ‘join on’ while it’s warm and
spoil the body

shape. Glue the body over over the image that
is already stamped on the sky paper. 

Cover the front of the card with blue meadow
paper and cut an oblong of linen cream card to
about 3mm larger on each side than the sky
panel. Mount the sky panel onto the cream panel
using sticky fixers, glue this onto the card at an
angle as shown and trim the sticking out corners
to fit the card. 

Add the wording stickers on the background
and a couple of flowers on the corners of the
cream panel to complete the design.

The Dragonfly card uses Mirri paper in silver,
blue and gunmetal. The body is the one stamped
on the acetate sheet, after using it as a template
simply cut out the body and the antennae. Cover
the whole of the back of the body (not the anten-
nae) with dries clear glue (ADH19), cover the
wet glue with blue micro glitter and leave to dry. 

Once it is dry, the glue no longer shows
through the acetate and I like to coat
the back of the glitter in P.V.A. to stop
it flaking off. Leave this to dry again
before gluing onto the card over the
stamped image of the body. Add tiny
dots of silver glitter for the eyes or
use tiny silver sticker dots.

The dragonfly is stamped onto
silver Stardream using a blue pad
and mounted using sticky fixers.

Silver Gold Label borders  trim
both the card and panel. 

Rubber Stamp

STA1470RRubber Stamp      STA1469R



Designs In Denim
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By Yvonne Hall
Denim is one of those fabrics that is popular

with girls and boys, young and old and even
teenagers, which makes these designs great for
almost anyone. Most of us have old pairs of jeans
in the cupboard that we no longer wear, don’t
waste them, make them into these funky denim
designs instead. 

Materials Required:
Old Denim Clothing and Silver Cord.
Gold Metallic Pen and Silver Card.
Mini Gemstones: GE05-02 Silver.
Gold Eyelet, Silver Eyelet Washers and 
Eyelet Setter.
Creative Borders: CB003P Blue Birthday.
Creative Paper: CP052S and SR073P.
Tracing Paper, Ruler and Pencil.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Quickutz Alphabet Dies (optional).
Mini Fixers: ADH18.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.
Card Mount: SF08U-61 Textura Bright White.

To Make The Card:
Trace the denim jeans, waistband and bodice

from the actual size pictures and transfer the
lines to a piece of thin card. Cut these out and use
them as templates to make as many jeans and
tops as you want. I left my denim natural but if
the items are going to get a lot of handling they

will fray. In this
case, cover the
back of the denim with
a thin layer of glue
before cutting to shape. 

Once the glue is dry
place the jeans and the
waistband template on
the denim and draw
around them making
sure the grain of the fab-
ric runs in the direction

you want. Use the bodice template to
make a top in the same way, I cut the
bodice from the frayed edge of a pair of
jeans, the frayed part shouldn’t be glued
on the back as it would spoil the lovely
softness. Cut a 3cm square of denim for
the ‘D’and pull a couple of threads from
either side to lightly fray them, keep this
aside for later. 

Glue the waistband onto the front of
the jeans then use a gold pen to add the 

Actual Size
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stitch detail on both the jeans and top. Glue a
silver gem to the centre waist of the jeans and a
row of four gems down the centre of the bodice. 

Cut the belt loops for the jeans and straps
for the bodice from silver cord, cut the loops
slightly long and stick the ends on the back of
the bodice.

Cut a panel of silver card to 5.5cm square
and another to 5.5 x 9.5cm. Cut some blue/sil-
ver paper to 6cm x 16cm and glue the silver
panels onto it leaving a gap between them.
Mount this panel onto the card using sticky fix-
ers. Decorate the corners of the silver panels as
shown in the photo by gluing on four eyelet
washers, these are the bits that usually go on
the back of the eyelets when you set them.

The jeans and bodice look best if you shape
them rather than leaving them flat, place mini
fixers behind the centre line of the bodice and
along the centres of the legs of the jeans. Use
these mini fixers to attach the pieces to the card,
but check first that they are not too stiff to
drape naturally. If they are a bit stiff, glue
the edges very lightly to hold them against
the card.

Take the square of denim saved from earlier
and set a solid eyelet into it close to one corner,
this looks just like the studs you get on jeans so it’s perfect for this
card. Glue the patch onto the card as shown. 

Whilst the creative border is still on its backing, cut a point just
in front of the word ‘Happy’ (see photo). Cut a 1.5mm wide strip

of blue/silver paper and snip
to length to make a neat out-
line for the arrow as shown.
Stick the pieces into place. 

The lettering is made
using Quickutz alphabet and
shadow alphabet dies. I have
been rather slapdash about
how each letter and shadow
fit  together, which combined
with the irregular placing
gives it a very casual look.
The lettering would look just
as lovely printed off the com-
puter using coloured ink and
two slightly different sizes 
to get a shadow effect. There 
are hundreds of great fonts
available and you may be
able to find a nice outline
font to print directly onto the
creative papers.

The music card (above) uses
the same basic idea and in fact
would work just as well for 
a boy or girl. I made the jeans 
a slightly different shape -
flared rather than bootcut and 
I frayed one of the knees to a
hole. The jacket replaces the
bodice used on the main card. 

Details are added using a
gold pen to mimic the orange
stitching used in some denim
wear. The card is a white gate-
fold (GF01U) covered in brown 
creative paper. The trimmings,
panels etc. are all from the Ruth
Watkins range of creative papers
and collage sheets. 

I made up the music panel
from some of the papers men-
tioned above and added two
lines of sticker music (XL592U-
03). The small black horse on 
the jacket and the wording are
all stickers from the Gold Label
sticker range.

Actual Size



Hearts & Flowers
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By Liz Jervis
Although I originally made this as a

wedding design, the idea works well for
other occasions and looks good in all sorts
of colours too.

Materials Required:
Cream Corrugated Card.
Cream Mulberry Paper.
White Glitter Paper.
Cream and Ivory Fabric or Ribbon.
Small Piece of Cream Netting.
Small Pressed Flowers and Grasses in
Creams and Delicate Colours. 
Small Sequin Hearts.
Small Gold Curtain Rings.
Gold Wire. 
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
Pearl Seed Beads: BEA07.
Pearl Tulip Paint: FP40.
Sticky Fixers.

Spray Mount: ADH08.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF01U-44 Linen Cream.

To Make The Card:
The exact bits of fabric or ribbon are not

important, it only matters that the colours fit the
scheme well. I printed the wording directly on
the card from the computer, you can do the same
or use a rubber stamp, stickers or calligraphy,
whichever suits you best.

Tear a rough panel of cream Mulberry paper
to 11cm x 13cm and use spray mount to fix it to
the front of the card. I like to use spray mount for
this as it can be repositioned if necessary. Add
small panels of fabric and netting to the right and
bottom, the exact sizes etc. are not important but 
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left and bottom right of the Mulberry panel as
shown in the photo.
Square Card: The colours used make this card
just as suitable for a male recipient. The Happy
Birthday is printed from the computer as before
and I have followed the same basic layout guide-
lines as for the main card.
Below:  Using a long thin card looks good as well.
This design is worked in rather stronger colours
but again, the layout follows the same pattern
and lilac/purple is quite popular at the moment.

I will tell you what I have used, follow the sizes
or change them to suit the materials you have. 

At the bottom left is a frayed panel of ivory
silk about 35mm x 50mm. Bottom right is a piece
of printed net ribbon, if you don’t have printed
ribbon try using a couple of stickers under some
wide Organza ribbon to give a similar effect, this
is about 5cm square. To the top right there is 
a torn panel of white glitter paper at 35mm x
50mm. I have added a little ivory netting in the
centre going over a little of all three panels.
Again, I have used spray mount to stick all these
pieces into place.

Make an arrangement from the pressed flow-
ers and grasses sticking into place as you go with
tiny dabs of P.V.A. Begin the arrangement in the
centre of the bottom fabric panel and extend it
well into the top panel. Add sequin hearts and
seed beads into the arrangement, these are best
stuck in place with UHU glue.

Trace the two heart shapes onto tracing paper,
transfer the lines to the back of the cream corru-
gated paper making sure the flutes go diagonally
across them and keeping both the same. 

Trim one of these hearts with 18 pearl seed
beads stuck evenly around the edge. Stick the
plain heart onto the top left of the card. Add the
beaded heart sticking it in place with sticky fixers
and overlapping the first as shown.

Tie the rings together with a little gold wire.
Spiral the ends by wrapping them around the
handle of a fine paintbrush or something similar
before gluing to the card below the hearts, use
UHU for these.

Add tiny dots of tulip pearl around the out-
side of half of the back heart and along the top

Actual Size



Debbie Brothwood
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Designer Profile
My interest in card making

began about 10 years ago, my
initial enthusiasm originating
from my mother in law.

My first cards were very bas-
ic but I enjoyed making them
and giving them to friends and
family who seemed to appreci-
ate them. As I improved and purchased more stock 
I moved from the kitchen table to a small section of 
a room with necessary organised shelving space. 

I soon moved on to an even bigger room, section-
ed off in my bedroom with loads of storage space, 
a sewing machine and a couple of worktops.

I have progressed
over the years from
just making cards 
to scrapbooking,
altered art, mini
books, fabric
books, bags and
gift tags to even 
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tiny matchboxes
and like to use
my other hobby
of photography
in my work. 
I love experi-
menting and
combining one
or two crafts to
make something
new and differ-
ent, and quite
often find that
designs that
work a mini book for example, also work well as
a greeting card.

Mini books are really enjoyable
to make as there is much more
space to let your feelings flow, but
I also love to decorate the whole
card, bag, pocket etc., front, back
and sometimes inside as well, as
some of these examples show.
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I have made
wedding invitations,
sold my cards in a
couple of shops,
produced cards for
Craft Creations’
gallery and articles
and even won a
competition and
had one of my
designs made into
a rubber stamp.

My inspiration
comes mainly from
craft magazines and
books as well as
searching the gallery sections of internet 
craft sites.

I don’t think I have just one style or
stick to any one particular theme, some
of my designs are clean and simple
and others are shabby and com-
plicated, but whatever my 
chosen theme is at any given
time, crafting is my
favourite pastime. 



Nature Prints
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By Amanda Coates
I have been experimenting with colour photo-

copying natural objects directly onto Mulberry
paper and I have found it to be fairly successful.

Simply mount the item you want to print onto
some plain white paper or card then place in the
photocopier. Copy this onto Mulberry paper run-
ning off as many copies as you want.

small foam roller. I made this paper in one piece
and cut it in half after it was painted.

The feather below was copied onto dark green
Mulberry paper, I have trimmed this with a knife

Both the fern leaf cards are dark cream, the
one above is first covered with Bamboo Nature
paper using spray mount. The fern leaf is photo-
copied on white Mulberry and placed copy side
down on the card so it looks almost like the leaf
is embedded in the paper. Mount this with spray
adhesive too. I have detailed the side with a little
strip of gold mesh, rivets and green raffia. 

The second fern
leaf is also printed
onto white Mulberry
and backed by
Nature paper. The
borders are made 
by dropping spots 
of orange and green
acrylic paint onto
white paper and
rolling it with a

for nice crisp
edges and
added fluffy
edged white
and dark green
Mulberry. The
wording panel
is made from
card, printed
by computer
and detailed
with brads.

I used an
HP all in one
printer as a photocopier and as these types 
of product are so popular I’m sure many readers
will have something similar at home. I would
recommend that you use a crisp fresh sheet 
of Mulberry, softer ones could cause a problem.
Of course, if you have a computer, there is no
reason why you can’t use a photo, as I have with
the dandelion clock above, instead of photocopy-
ing it. It is also easy to adjust the size of the
photo to suit the size of card mount used.



Anniversary Rose
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By Marian Chivers

Materials Required:
White Cotton Fabric.
Stranded Cotton (See colour chart on next page).
Seed Beads: Deep Pink and Matt Brown.
Cream Dew Drop and Ivory Angel Hair Papers.
White Glitter Card 90mm x 150mm.
Gold Label Stickers: ZL540U-82 and -59 Bells,
ZL330U-82 Borders and XL276U-02 Anniversary.
Pink Heart Gems: GE02-06.
Gold Bow: BOW01-13.
Embroidery Needle and Hoop.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Craft Knife.
Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC8M-04 Glitter Simply White.

To Make The Card:
Lightly tape the white fabric over the diagram

below and trace the design and the outer oval

line onto the fabric using either a fine pencil or
one of those pens that fade away. Put the fabric
in an embroidery hoop and work the design 
as follows. 

Use the enlarged photo and colour chart on
the next page to guide you for the stitching and
colours used. Begin with the flower, use 2 strands
of light pink thread and work the pale outer edge
of the petals in long and short stitch. Next work
the rose pink parts of the petals using long and 

Actual Size
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short stitch with 2 strands of rose pink
thread. Then work the deep areas of the
petals in 2 strands of deep rose thread
and finish the petals below the centre
with rose pink. The centre will be filled
with sticker dots later.

Work the left hand leaves using 2
strands of mid green thread and straight
stitches slanting from the centre as the
photo shows. Work the right hand leaves
in the same way but using 2 strands of
spring green.

Use olive green for all the stems, 
each one being worked in stem stitch.
Begin with the main flower stem using 2
strands. All the other stems are worked
in a single strand, extend the leaf stems
to make the centre vein of each leaf.
Stitch the beads to the end of the fine
stems using two brown and one pink as
shown. Remove the work from the em-
broidery hoop and cut out a little inside
the marked oval line.

Cut a piece of cream Dew Drop paper
to 5cm x 21cm and a piece of ivory Angel
Hair to the same. Stick the Dew Drop to
the left hand side of the card front and
cover it with the Angel Hair. I have used
a strip of double sided tape down the
left edge of the Angel Hair as it hardly
notices. Place a wavy border along the
centre edge of these to cover the join and
hold them to the card.

Trace both oval lines from the dia-
gram and transfer them to the back of
the glitter card. Cut along both lines to
make an oval frame. Cover the back of
the frame with double sided tape and
stick over the embroidery. Either glue or
tape this in place on the card mount. 

Cut a white glitter panel measuring
15mm x 75mm, trim the edges with wavy
border stickers and add a Happy Anni-
versary sticker before sticky fixing onto
the card front.

Cut all the ribbons away from a clear
glitter double bells sticker and stick just
the bells to the top left of the card about
7mm in from the side and top edges. Cut
the double bells away from all the rib-
bons on a champagne sticker and place
the ribbons onto the clear bells already
on the card. 

Carefully lift the segments from inside a pair of cham-
pagne bells (on the sticker sheet) and infill the bells on 
the card with them, you should end up with clear hearts
and clappers, the rest will be champagne. 

Add three clear hearts to the top right and bottom left
of the card and glue a pink gem heart to the centre of
each. Stick a clear double heart to the bottom right of the
card and infill the back heart with a bit of champagne
sticker. Add small sticker dots to the centre of the stitched
flower, I’ve used gold but silver would look just as good.
Finally, add a wavy clear border around the outer edge of
the oval frame and add a gold bow to the bells.

DMC                                         ANCHOR     MADEIRA

         602         Deep Rose                      41                 0506
         604         Rose Pink                       50                 0504
         818         Light Pink                      48                 0501
         907         Spring Green               265                 1308
         3346       Mid Green                    242                 1402
         3012       Olive Green                 843                 1605

Enlarged Photo
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By Christine Robinson
Creative papers are perfect for mixing and

matching and it’s amazing how many lovely
cards you can make from just a few sheets.

Musical Card:
Creative Paper: SR078P Cream/Brown.
Collage Sheet: CS011.
Gold Label Stickers: XL587U-03.
Scrap of Black Card.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: GF03U-44 Linen Cream

To Make The Card:
Neatly cover both front panels of the card

with cream/brown creative paper. Stick three
musical bars onto each panel using the photo to
guide you and making sure you place them so
the wording fits nicely then trim the edges to the
card edges. 

Cut the guitar panel and MP3 player tag from
the collage sheet. Cut the top and bottom off the

MP3 tag to leave
just the yellow part
with a stitched edge
all around. Mount
both of these onto
black card.

Stick the MP3 panel onto the card placing it
on the right hand side as shown then add the
guitar panel using sticky fixers on the right hand
side only and twisting it across the centre open-

ing as shown. Scatter a few musical
notes across the card to finish.
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Bunny Card:
Creative Paper: SR045P Green and 
SR046P Blue.
Collage Sheet: CS009.
Gold Label Stickers: XL715U-01.
2 White Fluffy Pom-Poms.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: AP13U-43 Linen White.  

To Make The Card:
Neatly cover the front panel of the

card with green creative paper. Cut 
a piece of blue creative paper to 65 x
90mm and stick centrally onto the panel
behind the aperture. Place a few sticky
fixers onto the back of the aperture panel, peel
off the backings and fold the card closed.

Cut out the bunny oval panel as well as one
large and one small spare bunny facing the same
way as the one in the oval.

Mount the bunny oval centrally into the aper-
ture and stick the large bunny on top using
sticky fixers. Mount the small bunny onto the
corner of the card as shown using sticky fixers
and add a fluffy tail to each bunny.

Peel a happy birth-
day sticker border and

place around the aperture curving to shape as
you go.

You will have plenty of spare motifs on the
collage sheets to make many more stunning
cards. The assortment of designs on these pages
use Ruth Watkins creative and collage papers
and Craft Creations pink & blue ‘Meadow’ 
creative papers.
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Daisy, Daisy:
Creative Paper/Tag Pack: 
PK506 Pink Meadow or PK507 Blue Meadow.
Gold Label Stickers: XL718U-02.
Padded White Flowers: PFS52.
Round Yellow Gems: GEM16.
Scrap of White Organza Ribbon.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: AP59U-45 Hammer White.  

To Make The Card:
Fold the card with the flap that usually fits

behind the aperture sticking out. Using a knife
and ruler cut off the extra flap and its score
line, you may cut a mm or so off the back flap
at the same time, this is fine.

Neatly cover the front panel of the card
with the pink daisy stripe paper, turn the
card over and cut away the paper covering
the apertures. Cover the flap behind the
aperture with plain pink texture paper. 

With the card folded stick three daisies
onto the back flap as shown. Press out a
tag and thread a small piece of ribbon
through the hole tying a knot at the front.
Add the wording and stick onto the card
as shown using sticky fixers.



Northern Lights
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By Marion White
A friend gave me a present of some blank

CD’s for my birthday as she knew I was interest-
ed in using them for card making. Seeing the
beautiful colours made me think of the Northern
Lights and I began experimenting with them to
make some scenes using this lovely effect.

Materials Required:
Blank CD.
Horizon Stickers: 
SHS002 Mountains and SHS027 Wayside.
Unicorn Decoupage Paper: DC033.
Gold Label Stickers: XL237U-01 Wording,
ZL568U-90 Butterfly and ZL511U-90 Dragonflies.
Mini Fixers.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-92 Pearl White.

Unicorn Card:
Peel and apply a section of the mountain

sticker to the CD placing it just below halfway
and trim the outer edges neatly to the disc. 

Apply a section of the wayside sticker to the
lower part of the disc trimming as before.

Glue the disc to the front of the card using
UHU for a secure bond, then add the dragonflies,
butterfly and wording stickers to the corners.

Cut the unicorn from the sheet and place a
mini fixer to the back of the face, chest, rump and
tail. Remove the backing from these, add a touch
of glue to the feet, bottom of tail and top of the
horn. Stick the unicorn into place on the pre-
pared disc lightly pressing down the glued areas. 

Seal Card:
This design uses all the same type of items.

SHS007 Coast, ZL424U-82 glitter border stickers,
DC307 Seal and DEC6U-87 pearl baby blue card. 

Apply a section of the coast sticker a little
above the centre and trim. Add 5 lines of wavy
border stickers overlapping each other with the
top one overlapping the lower horizon as well.
Leave a narrow gap and add 1 more wavy line.

Cut out the seal and place mini fixers to the
back of the upper half of the animal. Peel off the
backing pieces, run a line of glue along the back
close to the lower edge and stick him in place.

Add more waves using the photo to guide
you then trim the edges before mounting.



Making Tracks
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By Rushanne
Young

Materials Required:
Brown Corrugated Card:
COR05.
Pale Coloured Parchment
Style Card.
Sky Scrapbook Paper:
SR019P.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL307U-02 Wording and
XL500U-02 Borderlines.
Tree Silhouette Rubber
Stamp and Brown Ink Pad.
Metallic Sewing Thread:
MEM06 Green and MEM09
Pewter.
Fine Sewing Needle.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Pricking Tool and Mat.
Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
Clear Tape and Double Sided Tape.
Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: SF01U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram and

mark the position of each dot. Tape the marked
paper in place over the green card using a little
masking tape. Place this on the pricking mat and
prick each hole, going through the paper and the
green card.

Stitch the green parts of the tractor beginning
with the wheel centres. Bring the needle up
through hole 1 in the centre ring of the front tyre
and tape the end to the back of the work, take the
needle down through hole 4. Bring the needle
back up at hole 2 and back down through hole 5,
up at 3 and down at 6. Continue in this way until
each hole has been used twice. Then work the
centre of the back wheel in exactly the same way. 

Still using green, work the ring around the
centre of the back wheel (shown in yellow on 
the diagram). Bring the needle up at hole 1, miss
the next hole and take the needle down hole at 3,
come back up at hole 2 and down at hole 4. Work
the circle in this way until each hole has been
used twice.

The front mudflap is also worked in green
(shown in blue on the diagram). Begin with the
bottom hole marked 1, miss one hole and go
down hole 3, come back up at hole 2 and down
again at hole 4. Continue up to the top of this
line ending with a stitch across holes 10 to 12.

The rest of the green stitching on the body of
the tractor is done using straight stitches, use the
diagram to guide you. Work the exhaust pipe,
steering wheel and dashboard in the same way
using pewter thread as shown.

Now work the front tyre in pewter (shown 
in pink on the diagram). Begin by bringing the
needle through hole 1, take the needle down 
at hole 14, come back up at hole 15 and down 
again at hole 2. Come up at hole 3 and down at
hole 16, up at 17 and down at 4. Carry on in this
way until you have used each hole twice. 

Work the other tyre in exactly the same way
but leaving one extra hole so bring the thread up
at hole 1, down at hole 15 instead of 14.
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Cut around the tractor leaving a border of
roughly 5mm from the stitching, take care not to
cut through any threads as the stitching may
come undone!

Cut a piece of sky paper to 142mm x 188mm
and brown corrugated to 50mm x 188mm. 

Rubber stamp a line of brown trees on the sky
paper positioning the bottom edge of the stamp-
ed image approximately 45mm from the bottom
edge and allow to dry.

Stick the stamped paper to the card front
aligning the bottom edge with the card edge and
central from side to side. Glue the brown corru-
gated over this, again lining up the bottom edge
with the card edge. Add a silver border sticker
around the edges of the panel.

Mount the tractor onto the ploughed field
using sticky fixers on the top half and glue or
double sided tape on the lower half and add the
wording to complete.
Right: I used a double fold card (DF01U) for this
version of the design. Cut one end panel to the
shape of a hill then fold the card in a ‘Z’ style
with the open side of the hill on the left. Cover
the centre panel behind the hill with sky paper
(SR019P) and the hill itself with Oilseed Rape
paper (SR016P). A piece of plain brown card is
cut to shape to make the field. Instead of rubber
stamping the trees mine are cut from a strip of
copper card and covered in green liquid appliqué

with white dots for the blossom. The field is
ploughed using rows of brown appliqué then
stuck onto the front panel using sticky fixers. I
used liquid appliqué over white peel off stickers
for the ‘sky writing’ style wording.

Actual Size Tractor



3D Découpage
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These 3D découpage sheets are printed in the step
by step style and are very easy to use. Simply cut out 
the complete picture (No. 1 on the sheet) and use this 
for the background layer. Cut out the pieces for each 
numbered layer in turn, mounting them onto the main 
picture as you go using either mini fixers or silicone glue. 

A suitable aperture card code is printed on each sheet
but the designs also look great mounted onto single fold
cards. A little extra work on the layers makes a lot of 
difference to the finished result, and here are some hints,
tips and ideas for mounting. 
Bear With Tankard SD248:

Layer 3: Glue top and bottom of handle. Curve bottom of tankard down
on the right.

Layer 4: Glue top and bottom of handle.

Layer 5: Cut leg away from
shirt then cut between front of
leg and shoe. Curve the shoe
down at the toe and glue top
of leg. Cut between right side
of jacket and head, glue the
right shoulder. Cut the sides
of the ear and lift the ear,
curving the head down at 
the cuts.

Layer 6: Glue the small bit 
of collar by the left edge, no
fixer.

Layer 7: Cut between the card
and thumb. Curve the thumb
down and crease the card
along the fold line. Glue the
shoulder. Glue the collar by
the top edge, no fixer.

Mounted 1: DSF10P-171
Cracked Parchment. I used

the alternative layer 7 for this design to cover over
the heart. The design is mounted at an angle using
sticky fixers except at the bottom right corner. The
square panel is added using sticky fixers. 

Mounted 2: SF01U-35 Black. The heart border runs
down the left of the card with the design slightly to
the right. The lettering is white XL002U Gold Label
stickers overlaid with red.

Standard Mount (not shown): 
AP48U-49 Hammer Red. 

Bear With Daffodils SD255:

Layer 4: Curve the top edge of the face. Cut between
the bow and right paw, curve the bow down and lift
the paw a bit.

Layer 5: Use fixers on the loops and tail of the bow
but not the knot, curve the knot down. Cut the leaves
away from flowers, sticky fix the leaves at the tips 
gluing where they joined the flowers. Cut between 
the blue petals and shape them.

Layer 6: Shape the bow loop and glue at the knot.
Cut between the petals of each daffodil and shape
them.

Layer 7: Glue bottom of centre trumpet down.

Mounted: GF31U-44 Linen Cream. The design is
mounted onto the wider panel with blue texture 
paper behind. The narrow panel is covered with blue
meadow stripe paper. The panel from the découpage
sheet is mounted onto a green meadow tag with rib-
bon threaded through and peel off wording added.

Standard Mount (not shown): 
AP48U-51 Hammer blue.
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Mouse In Potting
Shed SD273:

Layer 3: Bend the top of
the watering can down.
Cut between book and
large pot, bend the
book along the spine.
Layer 4: Cut the book
from both plants. Sticky
fix the small pot in
place and glue the right
side of the pot. Sticky
fix the book and glue
the right side. Cut be-
tween the bottom pot
and the earth inside it,
curve the earth down.
Layer 5: Bend the plant
stem down.
Mounted: SF01U-89 Pearl Bronze. Pink creative borders 
(CB002P) are stuck onto a card panel and the découpage 
worked onto this.

Standard Mount (not shown): AP48U-19 Burgundy.

Bear In Deckchair SD282:

Layer 2: Cut around top, bottom and handle side of door, going
around the foot too. Gently fold door along the hinged edge so
it opens inwards just a little.

Layer 3: Cut along top of hose and curve the barrel down. Cut
between knee and shoe and between lower shoe and trousers.
Curve lower shoe and knee down.

Layer 4 : Cut between thumb and glass and curve thumb down.
Glue centre of hat band.

Layer 5: Glue the arm at the sleeve. Glue the ear 
at its base.

Layer 6: Cut between the lid and handle of 
watering can, bend the lid down.

Mounted 1: GF31U-43 Linen White. One of the 
little wording strips is added across the corner of
the design, the ends have been pushed together
before gluing in place to give it a curve and a 
couple of small daisies added. The small panel is
covered with green meadow paper and decorated
with pieces from the sheet.

Standard Mount (not shown): 
 AP48U-23 Deep Green.

Carousel Cake SD368:

Layer 3: Curve the top of each saddle down. Curve each ‘sail’ of
the windmills to give a nice shape and glue in
place by the centre only.

Mounted 1: GF31U-43 Linen White. Mounting
this one was quite tricky but well worth the
effort. Cut the background to a hexagon shape
(best to make yourself a template for this), then
cut the long border to fit each side of the hexagon
(you will need two découpage sheets to do this).
The narrow panel is decorated with tags from 
the sheet to suit the age of the child, I made
some Fimo embellishments too and added 
stickers to finish.

Mounted 2: AP48U-49 Hammer Red. White 
sticker borders around the aperture with wor-
ding breaking into it at the bottom.

Bear In Armchair SD281:

Layer 3: Cut around the cushion then curve up at the corner.

Layer 4: Cut between arm of chair and tiny bear’s body and
curve body down. Bear on back of chair: cut around left paw
where it joins the arm, glue little bit of arm. 

Layer 5 : Curve the left knee down. Cut between chair and dad’s
paw and curve paw down. Cut back bear and glue as before. 

Layer 6: Cut between paw and chair again and curve paw down.
Glue top of separate slipper down. Glue top of leg down. Cut 
and glue back bear’s paw as before.

Layer 7: Lightly fold the paper along the centre fold. Glue bear’s
right paw down. 

Mounted: GF26U-43 Linen White. Layer 1 is trimmed slightly
and mounted cen-
trally onto the large
panel. The peel off
borders along the
edges have been left
long so they cross-
over at the ends. The
small panel is deco-
rated with strips of
bright Kaskad paper
and a blue creative
border (CB003P).

Standard Mount (not
shown): 
 AP48G-PL-GO-56
Ivory with Gold.
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Victorian Girl - With Bird SD370:

Layer 3: Cut between chin and shoulder and
curve shoulder down.

Vase Of Pansies SD369:

Layer 3: Cut between the
petals on the separate white
flower and shape. Do the same
with the top left yellow pansy.
Cut between the same yellow
pansy and the pink one next 
to it, bending the yellow one
down at the cut.

Layer 4: Cut and shape the
petals of the pink flower on 
the right of the picture.

Layer 5: Cut the pink part
flower from the white and curve these and the yellow part
flower so the centre dips and and the petals curve. Cut and
shape the pink flower petals.

Layer 7: Cut between the flowers then cut between the top
petals of the yellow flower and shape them.

Layer 8: Glue the top of the yellow petal.

Layer 10: Glue the top of the petal.

Mounted 1:  AP48G-PL-GO-61 White with a Gold border.

Flowers In Shoe SD372:

Layer 3: Cut between yellow petals behind
the shoe and shape. 
Layer 4: To use the wording banner, cut and
mount layer 4 as usual then cut out the alter-
native top and glue onto layer 4 then continue
working the design as usual.

Layer 5: Use single fixer pads behind the pale
red rose as usual, but stack them into twos
behind the top of the lace. Cut between top
centre yellow flower and forget-me-nots and
curve yellow flower up.

Layer 6: Cut between petals of yellow flowers
and shape.
Layer 7: Glue bottom edge of small top rose.
Layer 8: Glue bottom of two pink roses. Cut
between top petals of pale red rose and shape.
Mounted 1: SF08M-11 Glitter Passion with a
selection of pink, blue and lilac creative sticky
backed borders below.
Standard Mount (not shown): 
 AP48U-74 Violet.

Pot Of Colourful Flowers
SD371:

Layer 2: Cut along the line of the
the back curve of the banner and
glue the little back bit down.
Layer 4: Curve the tops of the
bluebells down. Glue the top of
the foot down.
Layer 5: Cut between the petals 
of the top right pink flower and
shape.
Layer 6: Cut between the petals 
of the top pink flower and shape
petals. Cut between the two pur-
ple flowers and bend the back 
one down.
Layer 7: Cut and shape 
cream petals.
Mounted 1: GF26U-43 Linen
White. The design is mounted
onto pink texture paper then onto
the wide panel. The edge of the
narrow panel is border punched

with blue paper added behind. Pink gems and a
creative border are used for decoration.
Standard Mount (not shown):
AP48G-PL-GO-56 Cream with a Gold Border.

Layer 4: Cut along chin line and between
dress and neck. Curve the neck down and
glue the shoulder.

Layer 5: Use sticky fixers on the basket and
arm but not on the head. Curve the hat
and dress down at the front and glue both.

Layer 6: Cut the fold lines on the sleeve
and curve at cuts to shape. Sticky fix at
hand and flowers and glue at the shoulder.

Mounted 1: AP48U-74 Violet with white
sticker borders and wording.

Mounted 2: GF31U-43 Linen White. The
design is mounted on the wide panel. The
flower border and small square from the
découpage sheet are used on the small
panel along with some small gold peel off
wording from XL722U-01.

Mounted 2: SF01U-43 Linen white.
The front of the card is covered
with SR079P dark pink paper. The
little panels are slit along each side
with burgundy and white ribbons
threaded through. Peel off stickers
are used to decorate the panels.



Dad’s Delight
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By Alison
Barrow

Materials Required:
Small Pieces of Card:
Copper, Gold, Brown,
Beige, Red and Mottled
Brown (for carpet).
Paper Scraps of your
Choice for: Wallpaper,
Seaweed, Border, Skirting
Board, Tablecloth, Picture
and Porthole Scene.
Scrap of Acetate.
Découpage Paper: DC282.
Mini Picture Sheet: MP006.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL307U-03 Father’s Day and XL632U-01 Borders.
Colouring Pens or Pencils.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Black Thread.
Copper Paper Fasteners or Brads x 4.
Hole Punch and a Pair of Compasses (optional).
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Scalloped Scissors.
Sticky Fixers.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: DF01U-44 Linen Cream.

To Make The Card:
Cut a strip of mottled paper for the carpet to

35mm wide x 203mm long. Make a light pencil
mark along the top edge 6mm in from each end
and cut from the bottom corner to the mark to
give the carpet shape. Fold the card mount and
stick this to the centre panel aligning the bottom
edge to the fold.

Cut a strip of paper for the wallpaper (I used
striped scrapbook paper SCR262) to 42mm deep
x the length of the carpet edge and stick this to
the card directly above the carpet. 

Cut a 6mm deep strip of cream for the skirt-
ing board, cut to length and stick over the join
between the wall and carpet.

Make an 8mm deep frieze to go along the top
of the wallpaper from blue pearl card. I have
embossed mine using a small part of a design
from a stencil I happened to have. You may have
something that will work equally well or it could
just be left blank. Stick this to the top edge of the
wallpaper and run a line of gold stickers along
the top and bottom edge.

Fold Line

12mm

35mm
Diameter 20mm

Actual Size

Open the card out and draw a circle for the
porthole on the centre panel as shown above
then carefully cut out the centre.
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Draw a 50mm circle onto the copper card 
then a 32mm circle inside it. Carefully cut along
the outer line and cut out the centre to make a
circular frame as shown below. 

32mm

50mm

50mm

Card Mount
Slit

Slit

Actual Size

Cut a circle of acetate to 50mm and hold in
place behind the copper ring while you punch
four holes through both layers. This is easier 
if you fix the two together with a paper fas-
tener after making the first hole. Separate the
pieces and place the acetate over the hole cut
in the card. Mark the position of the 4 holes
and cut a small slit at each point to push the
fasteners through. 

Place the acetate and the copper ring over the
card and push the fasteners through all three lay-
ers, open out the clips and twist them as neces-
sary to make sure the ends do not show through
the window. 

I have drawn and coloured a little boat on the
sea for this window, either draw your own or 
use a suitable printed picture. Place a ring of
 sticky fixers around the back of the porthole
aperture, they should be a few millimetres away
from the aperture so they don’t show, stick your
little picture onto the the fixers so it shows
through the porthole. 

Place sticky fixers around the three edges of
the back flap, close to the edge and a few on the
flap itself, just enough to give support. Remove
the backing from the pads and fold the flap
closed, I use an insert sheet to hide the thick 
edge at the centre fold.

Make the fish picture as follows. Cut panels of
gold card, acetate and blue mottled card to 50mm
x 35mm as shown on the right. Cut an aperture
in the gold card at 25mm x 40mm to make a
frame. Cut out one fish from the larger mini pic-
ture, cut some green weed and stick these onto

the background in a pleasing way then draw
some air bubbles. Stick the acetate panel behind
the frame, place sticky fixers on the back of this
keeping them behind the frame then stick in
place over the picture. Cut approximately 4cm of
black thread and tape both ends to the back 
of the picture to make the hanging loop, stick
the picture to the card and use a tiny bit of
waste from the black sticker sheet to fix the loop
like a hook.

50 x 35mm

40 x 25mm

Actual Size

Cut one panel of the découpage paper and
stick it to some thin card to stiffen it a bit. Cut
out the bear as shown making sure to go around
the top of the champagne bottle as shown. Cut
out the barrel, the champagne bottle and as many 
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daisies as you want to use,
include some blades of
grass as well if you like.

Trace the chair and
transfer the lines to a piece
of red card and cut out.
Draw a line to represent
the corner of the chair as
shown in the diagram.
Place the bear behind the
chair and position it so it
looks good and any bits of
deckchair are hidden. Glue
him to the back of the chair
by the foot and leg but use
a sticky fixer at the head to
separate him from the
chair. Sticky fix this into
place on the card.

Cut the table legs and
table top from brown card. Place sticky fixers on
the back of the table top and fix into place over
the legs. 

Trace and cut the tablecloth from white paper.
Crease along the marked fold line to give it a
nice, crisp edge. Slip the tablecloth over the table
top sticking it at the back and lightly sticking at
the front just to hold it in place. Sticky fix the
completed table to the card. 

Trace and cut the bowl from beige card. Sticky
fix the bowl and the champagne bottle onto the
table top.

Cut the barrel above the bottom ring and
straight along the right edge. Sticky fix this to 
the right edge of the card. The flower s are made
up of the little groups some stuck directly onto

the wall and another, smaller layer sticky fixed
over them. Add the wording at an angle to com-
plete the design. 
Above: A similar design but with french windows lead-
ing to the garden instead of a porthole looking out to
sea. The carpet is cut from Vivelle and the armchair
from hand made paper. The rug is paper with white
sticker borders, the pictures on the wall are taken from
DC281 découpage paper and a blue creative border is
used to edge the top of the wallpaper. 
To make the french windows cut a 7cm x 10cm aperture
into the right hand side of the front panel. Cut a piece
of clear polyester to fit, then cut this into 2 windows.
Add white sticker lines to define the frames around the
windows and to divide them into panes of glass. The
windows are attached to the card using wider sticker
borders, and these are flexible too so the doors can
‘hinge’ open on them.

Actual Size

Actual Size
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By Jo Crouch
This little selection of cards shows off these

pretty sailing scene stickers and offers some great
ideas for adding colour too. The aperture cards
are designed with this size sticker in mind, so it’s
a perfect fit and there is plenty of space for extra
embellishments around the card.

Materials Required:
Gold Label Sticker: XL719U-01 or XL723U-01.
Marabu Glass Paints: Blue GPP018, Orange
GPP022, Yellow GPP032, Turquoise GPP029,
Brown GPP028, Red GPP021, Light Green
GPP024 and Colourless GPP017.
Small Paintbrush.
Clear Polyester: PET01.
White Spirit and Kitchen Paper.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: GFA26U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
To ensure the edges of the sticker remain nice

and square, peel it from the backing and place
face down on your work surface for a few
moments to allow the vinyl to relax back into
shape. Leave the sticker where it is and place the

polyester sheet over it. Place some clean paper
over the polyester to avoid leaving finger marks
and press the sticker firmly down into place.
Turn this so it’s sticker side up onto a sheet of
clean white paper ready to paint.

Begin by diluting the blue paint for the sky.
Dip the brush into the colourless paint, bring it
straight out without wiping on the jar and let the
drops fall onto a scrap of acetate. Make a puddle
of about 20 drops in all then add about 10 drops
of the blue to the centre and gently mix with the
brush to make a smooth colour. The paint should
be treated gently while mixing as you need to
avoid making air bubbles in it which will spoil
the painting. This should be about the right
amount to complete the whole of the sky (above
the cloud obviously). 

Now paint the sky, just allow the paint to flow
from the brush, pushing it to the sticker line as
necessary. I find it best to lift a corner of the
acetate now and then to check the edges are
properly painted, it will show if you touch them
up after the paint begins to dry. Clean the brush
in white spirit and wipe dry on kitchen paper.
Left: This card has been glass painted like the main 
card but the paint is diluted even more (about four 
clear drops to every one of blue). I also mixed the sky
colours less thoroughly in order to get a mottled effect.
The three little apertures below the main square are
hand cut to take the extras pieces on the sticker sheet.
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Once the sky is finished, work the sections of
the sea. The actual colours are really unimportant
just use a blend of blues and greens, paint a
little on the scrap acetate to check the colour
and adjust as necessary.

After finishing the sea the sky will be dry
enough to be able to paint the sail. I have used
orange but use any colour you like. Leave the
centre and the bottom edge colours until the sails
are a bit drier. Paint the red stripe on the hull and
then start the brown from the bottom edge up.
Finally, move onto the rest of the sails. 

Set the work aside to dry thoroughly then
mount behind the aperture of the card using
double sided tape. Add the little birds as desired
and the numbers into the sails. Use a white insert
inside the card to cover the back.

I hope these ideas inspire you to have a try at
glass painting, or one of the other colouring
methods shown here.

Above: Gelly Roll Glaze pens
are a good alternative to glass
paints. Colour large areas, such
as the sky, from one edge to the other rather than in
patches as the ink on the polyester needs to be wet to join
smoothly to the next bit. To get the range of colours in the
sea the pens need to be blended, test this on some spare
acetate before colouring the design. Draw a little dot
of blue and then go over the same spot with another
colour, say green, and the colours will blend. Once you
like the colour mix use the same technique on the sea.
Centre: For this one I cut pieces of coloured paper to go
behind the different areas. Mount the scene onto
polyester as usual then trace over the design. Make the
paper shapes from the tracing and stick them onto the
back of the polyester before mounting into the card.
Right: This sticker has been stuck onto tracing paper and
coloured in using Marvy Le Plume duo pens, it gives a
similar effect to glass painting.

Above: I accidentally
dropped a piece of
clear polyester onto
my paint ‘palette’
while it was still wet,
when I pulled them
apart again I quite
liked the rippled, pat-
tern effect it gave to
the paint. So, after
painting the sky, I
pressed on a spare
piece of polyester,
pulled them apart,
and this is the result.
The sea is painted in
the usual way.
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By Diane Jackson

Materials Required:
Deckled Panel 67mm x 67mm: 
PCD7U-30 White.
Blue Hammer and White Pearl Card.
Lacé Template Number 19.
Gold Label Stickers: XL307U-02.
Silver Pen, Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Masking Tape and Deckled Scissors. 
Scoring Tool and Folding Tool.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: GF06U-51 Hammer Blue.

To Make The Card:
Cut a panel of blue card to exactly 107mm

square and cut it in half diagonally to make two
triangles. The Lacé template has two types of
pattern you will be using the triangular type. Use
the longer row of triangles, shown in white on
the diagram. 
1. Line up the corner of the template (X) on top
of one piece of the blue card as shown, the diago-
nal line should cut across the ‘>’ shape at the red
line on the diagram. Cut through each slot of the
row of triangles shown in white. Take care to cut
right to the ends and to the point of each slot. 
2. Remove the template and flip it over, line it up

exactly as for the first line but so the triangles 
go along the other edge of the blue card (these
are still shown in white). Cut through the slots 
as before. 
3. Place the blue card face down on a flat surface.
Lay a ruler along the points of the larger slots on
both rows of triangles as shown by the pale lines
with arrows and draw light pencil lines across to
make a square in the corner. C ut this square out. 
4. Turn the triangle face up, score each cut as
shown. 
5. Fold each triangle along the scored line, if any
are not quite cut through at the point use a knife
rather than tearing it so you get a nice edge not a
rough one.
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Once they are all fold-
ed weave the strips 
by tucking one point
under the centre of 
the next one in line as
shown, add a tiny dab
of glue to hold the last
one in place. 
Follow steps 1 to 5
again using the second
blue triangle of card. 

Cut a 10cm square
of white pearl card and
then cut in half diagonally. Glue one piece to the
back of each of the blue designs keeping it cen-
tral so that the white does not show at the edges
but shows nicely behind the pattern. Glue one
triangle to each panel of the gatefold card with
the long edges to the centre. Trim the top and
bottom edges to the card edge but leave the sides
overlapping the folded edges. Add a square of
vinyl into each of the white squares.

I couldn’t find a template I liked to fit neatly
into the centre of the patterned square, so I drew
shapes of my own. Trace the black petal effect
lines from the diagram on the right and tape this
over a piece of blue hammer card measuring at
least 7cm square. Carefully cut through the lines
on the tracing paper going through the blue card
as well then remove the tracing. 

Score the petals as you did for the borders
(pale blue lines on this diagram) then fold and
weave the petals in the same way tucking each

under the previous one. Carefully cut this petal
panel to 6cm using deckled scissors. 

Use the silver pen to colour the edges of the
white deckled panel then glue the blue petal
panel onto it. Glue this panel by the left edge
only to the left panel of the card mount, position-
ing it neatly in the centre of the border pattern.

Add a ‘D’ to the centre and a ‘Dad’ sticker to
each corner as shown in the main photo.

Some Lacé templates are no longer in produc-
tion so you may have difficulty getting hold of
this one if you don’t already have it, but there are
several still available which will give you a very
similar result. 
Left: This card uses templates 17 and 20. The
black holographic dot paper (HOL30) is backed
with super rainbow holographic paper (HOL21).

Tuck Points
Under

Fold The
Triangles Up

5
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By Katie Conway

Materials Required:
White Metallic Fimo: FIM85 and
a little Black Fimo: FIM45.
Stardust Glitter Card: STG04C &
Gold Shimmer Paper: SHM10.
Clear Polyester: PET01.
Perfect Pearl Powder in Blush.
Aurora Brilliance Stamp Pad.
Jubilee Dots Stamp by 
Hero Arts.
Starfish and Shell Mould
(optional).
Craft Knife & Corner Rounder.
Sticky Fixers and UHU General
Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF09U-61 Textura
Bright White.

To Make The Card:
Cut the Shimmer paper to 

55 x 175mm and the Stardust
card to 45 x 165mm. Round the
corners of both these panels and
all four open corners of the card
mount. Glue the yellow and
then the white panel centrally
onto the card front.

Cut the clear polyester to 55
x 175mm and stamp the whole
piece with the dots stamp and
the brilliance pad, set this aside
to dry. If you don’t have the 
correct stamp, you may have
something similar or try cutting
circles from foam and use these
to daub the dots. 

Make the seahorses as fol-
lows. Knead and roll out the
white metallic Fimo to make 
a sheet about 3mm thick. Use
the craft knife to cut two body
shapes, not the head spines. Do

Bake these in the oven follow-
ing the instructions on the pack,
mind you don’t overcook it as
the white discolours if you do.

Round the corners of the
bubble panel and use UHU to
fix the Fimo items to it. Turn 
the panel face down and place
sticky pads behind all the Fimo
pieces, peel the backings then
turn it face up and stick over
the white panel on the card.

I made a little shrink plastic
tag with a rubber stamped mes-
sage for my card which is really
easy to do but there are many
other ways to add a greeting.

this freehand if you wish or,
trace the shapes from the dia-
gram, cut out the tracing and
use as a template. If your edges
are a little rough run your finger
lightly along them to neaten. 

Make sure both seahorses
face opposite directions and add
the body and fin markings. The
spikes are simply thin sausages
of Fimo. Break to the length
required and roll one end to a
taper, press the other end to the
head. You will need 8 or 9 for
each one. Roll a small white
oval for the eye and top with a
smaller oval of black then press
lightly onto the seahorses. 

If you have a suitable mould
for the starfish and shell make
one of each, if not, you can
make one of each in a similar
way to the seahorses adding the
markings with the knife. 

Place all of the items on 
foil on a baking tray and brush
lightly with the perfect pearls to
add a touch of colour along the
backs, spines and fins as well as
the starfish centre and the shell.
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Below: Peggy Pickering, Middlesex.
The car is hand drawn and painted then cut out
and mounted onto a silver panel. I have covered
a half champagne bottle with gold glitter and
added sticker numbers.

Above: Jean Childs, Gwent.
Guitar shape cut from star holographic
card and decorated with silver card. 
The strings are sticker borderlines and
all the other decoration are stickers.

Right: J. Dixon, Cheshire.
The pictures are from a Sandylion stick-
er sheet. These are vinyl so I have stuck
them onto cream paper then mounted
these onto glitter card before mounting
onto the blue offset panels. The word
son is made up from some of the letters
from ‘honours’.
Below: Mavis Elliott, Inverness.
For this card, I have cut a boat aperture
in a piece of card and worked an Iris
folded design. This panel is then glued
onto a panel of card which is, in turn,
mounted onto a card blank. The word-
ing and borderlines are stickers.

Above: Barbara Larkins, Hertfordshire.
I have used a blank CD as the back-
ground for a printed computer and
added a silver cord for the mouse wire.
Left: Rosalind Waite, North Yorkshire.
Football field made from green card
with white paper lines. The shirt is
origami folded with the other items
being stickers.

Below: Kate Gannon, Portugal.
I have used the snooker Gold Label
stickers for the various items, the table
over green hammer card and waistcoat
over a printed card suit paper. I have
used gems as balls and to go over the
‘oo’ in snooker.
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Above: Nicola Brixey,
Bedfordshire.
A blank CD with a pre-
cut guitar shape and
music stickers. I have
written the wording in
dimensional paint.

Left: Pam Vickery,
Wiltshire.
The shirt, shoes and 
tie are glitter stickers
applied to Mulberry
paper and then cut out. 
I have made panels of
gold and blue shimmer
panels on which to 
present them.

Below: Marion Trickey, Surrey.
This radio set is made up of various types of card with 
a button for the power button and a scrapbook item for
the volume knob.

Below: Mrs L. Holt, Lancashire.
I have cut my card mount to a cascade
shape and trimmed each panel with
Lizard paper which is edged with glit-
ter borders. The other components are
Gold Label stickers which are stuck to
card and cut out before being mounted
with sticky fixers.

Above: Mrs P. Robinson, Notts.
All the words on this card are
sticker letters, the ‘sheep’ are
little bits of fur fabric and a
printed sticker scarecrow and
sheep are in the bottom corner.
Left: Nicky Johns, London.
Waste envelopes are used to
make the origami shirts which
are presented on panels of
holographic dot and dark blue
paper. The border design is cut
with scissors and glitter dots
make the shirt buttons.

Above: Mrs R. Williams,
Swansea.
I like using the black outline
stickers especially against dif-
ferent colours which gives 
a more defined finish to the
cards. All of the items come
from two sheets of stickers.
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Left: Wendy Lewis, West Glamorgan.
The picture for my découpage is prin-
ted from the computer, the background
being paler images of the same. All the
panels are trimmed with sticker bor-
ders and I have highlighted parts of 
the water with glitter.

Above: Karen Young, Cheshire.
I have made a waterfall design which spells 
out FATHER as it is pulled. All the letters are
punched from the same garden collage sheet as 
I have used to cover the card mount.
Below: Catherine Cornish, Somerset.
My card is covered with printed scrapbook
paper, I have cut one of the large circles from
this paper and backed it with black card to make
the raised panel. The boy is rubber stamped and
embossed onto white card and coloured with
paint. Three large black brads decorate the side
to complete.

Above: Maria Haffey, Hampshire.
The music is from a printed sheet, stick-
er wording on a card panel with feather
trim. I have used metal charms to deco-
rate the corners.
Left: Sandra Zverblis, Kent.
This uses red and green circle offcuts
which I have edged in gold pen and 
the golfing items are from a Gold Label
sticker sheet, these are stuck to card
before being cut out. The banner is a 
die cut with sticker wording.

Above Patricia Ramwell, Cleveland.
I have made embossed metal foil de-
signs for the main panels. The border
strips are cut from printed paper and
the wording is stamped onto copper
paper.
Left: Hilda Potterton, Dorset.
A 3D découpage design mounted onto 
a single fold card. I have edged the
print with sticker borders and created 
a border strip with bikes cut from the
left over prints.
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Below: Erica Harris, Staffordshire.
A double fold card with the two end panels cut in half
diagonally and covered with glitter paper. The centre
panel is covered with birthday paper and a blank CD
is mounted onto it. The guitarist is cut from black
card, the guitar and music are all Gold Label stickers.

Above: Julie Reynolds, Oxfordshire.
The basic black card mount is decorated
with strips of paper, velvet, corrugated
card and sticker lines. I have cut panels
from printed paper and trimmed with
sticker lines and punched silver dots. The
bow ties are made from tartan ribbon and
the pocket is cut from card. 

Below: L. Ansell.
Oxfordshire.
Black and white themed card
using origami shirts from print-
ed scrapbook papers. I have
used a white card as a base
with a black one wrapped
around it, the front panel of
which has been cut at a jaunty
angle, the white panel over 
this is cut to a similar angle.

Left: Pamela Haigh, Derbyshire.
I have made the gone fishing
sign using peel-off letters on
card panels with a matchstick
for the post. The ground is
made up of torn hand made
paper, bits of moss, a dried 
leaf and wooden ladybird. 
The printed picture is mounted
onto a double layer of card
emphasising the colours used.

Right: Claire Royle, Cheshire.
Train sticker applied to acetate and glass
painted. I have sponged the front of the
card to colour it and added foam letters
and a number to complete.
Far Right: Annette Hartley, West Yorks.
I have cut a second aperture in the card to
allow my planes to appear suspended in
mid air. The planes are paper embellish-
ments which I have backed with card to
add stiffness before fixing them to threads.
I have added a sky coloured insert and
printed wording on the same paper for 
the greetings.

Right: Rosalind Scott, Co. Durham. A printed dart-
board mounted onto a holographic panel trimmed
with stickers. The dart is made from a wooden stick
with a sharpened point, bands of quilling paper make
the grip and a square of teabag paper make the flight.
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Right: 
Joyce McBain, 
Cheshire.
I have made a suit and
shirt from card covered
with Mulberry paper 
for a cloth look. This 
is mounted onto ovals 
of black and white paper
with a lace trim. The
open edge of the card 
is decorated with a 
paper punched strip of
black paper.

Above: Judy Porter, Yorkshire.
A 3D découpage design with a rubber
stamped wording panel. The fold of the
card is trimmed with rough string.

Above: Mary Perry, Nth Yorks.
Pagoda peel off sticker in red
on a black panel with a gold
edge. The colour scheme is 
perfect for this oriental design. 
Below: Sue Dyke, Essex.
I have taken a regular single
fold card and trimmed the right
edge of both panels to odd
angles then scored and folded
the front one back on itself. The
front panel is covered with red
quilling strips and the back is
covered with printed birthday
paper. The footballs are Gold
Label stickers on white card,
these are then cut out and glued
over the front panel. 

Above: Patricia Wellavise, Essex.
My potting shed design is made using corrugated
card and scrapbook paper. The various embellish-
ments are cut from the garden collage sheets and
stickers.

Below: Shirley Marr, Manchester.
I have cut a boat aperture in blue card and used rib-
bon to do an iris fold design. This is mounted into an
aperture card, covered in a sea paper. I have trimmed
the aperture with parchment embossed strips and the
card edges with stickers and ribbon.

Below: Ginny Adams, Bristol.
Silhouette sticker horse on a card panel 
on which I have drawn background hills.
The diamond design border is covered
with sticker lines and the diamonds are
decorated with horseshoes.
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